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Fit And Fabulous In 15 Minutes

â€œThe T-Tapp system is the ideal anti-aging workout. Highly recommended!â€•â€“Nicholas
Perricone, M.D., New York Times bestselling author The most efficient and effective workout
youâ€™ll ever do!Imagine an exercise program that requires no equipment, no weights, and no
bands. There is no jumping or stress to your joints. Yet everyone gets results regardless of fitness
level! Created by renowned fitness expert Teresa Tapp, the revolutionary T-Tapp Workout reshapes
your body while it fires up your metabolism. All you need is four square feet of space and just 15
minutes a day in order to see a dramatic loss of inches. How does it work? T-Tappâ€™s unique
sequence of comprehensive, compound muscle movements works the muscles layer by layer, from
the inside out, to cinch, tighten, and tone them and burn fat better. Fit and Fabulous in 15 Minutes is
the complete introduction to this amazing program. By doing Teresa Tappâ€™s signature 15-minute
workout, or the extended 45-minute workout, you can:â€¢ lose a clothing sizeâ€“in just two weeks
â€¢ flatten your belly without doing a single crunchâ€¢ develop strength and improve bone density
without lifting a single weightâ€¢ build sleek muscles and improve postureâ€¢ lower blood pressure
and cholesterol the natural wayâ€¢ improve blood-sugar levels in type 2 diabetesThe no-impact
workout is safe for those with shoulder, hip, knee, neck, and back concerns, and is also effective for
those with conditions such as arthritis, fibromyalgia, lupus, chronic fatigue syndrome, and multiple
sclerosis. With T-Tapp youâ€™re building a better bodyâ€“inside and out.Completely illustrated with
step-by-step photographs that show how to do the exercises, Fit and Fabulous in 15 Minutes also
includes inspiring testimonials and an easy-to-follow food plan. If you want real resultsâ€“real
fastâ€“tap into the power of T-Tapp!
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I have never written a review before but have felt it was the least I could do for what I have received
from this program. I purchased this book on impluse, and at the time was committed to doing my
free weights routine from Joyce Vedral's book (one of her many). I was about 3 mths into the Joyce
Vedral program and was beginning to see some improvement (which is about the time period her bk
tells you to expect). Not needing to try yet another routine I found myself buying the T-Tapp book.
After reading it over the weekend I was truly inspired by all of the wonderful testimonies, before and
after pictures and the stated benefits (beyond body shaping) that the book covers. I started the
routine and was able to accomplish the first fifteen min routine on my own but was really left
wondering if I was missing something in my form so I redeemed my coupon and bot the DVD for the
Total Workout (which with the 30% off and the free DVD in the back it is a good deal I think). Let me
tell you, I am SO impressed with the results. I fortunately don't have pounds to loose just shaping
up. Ever since I had my son at age 21 I started a pilgramage of what workout routine would finally
get me back into shape. I also thought in the back of my mind that one day before I was old I would
like to exprience what it would be like to be fit again. I have done yoga (Bikram), pilates, gym with
weights, free weights at home, callanetics, lotte burk etc. etc. The thing that most impresses me
about this program is that the results are so fast. A couple of weeks in and I was really seeing
toning, flatter stomach and most importantly losing back fat!

My energy and my mood have sky-rocketed! After years of extreme, undiagnosed fatigue and
steady weight gain, I suddenly feel great. I am playful instead of dutiful with my children, I am
dancing and singing along with the music station instead of slogging through my day listening to
monotonous talk radio, and my husband and I are experiencing something akin to a renaissance.
And I am loving my snug clothes getting loose and my loose clothes hitting the Goodwill box.T-Tapp
is the real deal. It really works, and works quickly. But be forewarned: it isn't without effort. It is
completely unlike getting on a treadmill and zoning out for thirty minutes. Learning T-Tapp is more
like learning to play an instrument. It requires thought, concentration, application, and practice.For
example, after doing Organs in Place all week, I suddenly felt a real, physical shift occur while I was
doing "tighten, release, tighten, release" the other day. I had been thinking of that part as just
strengthening muscles after organs were in place, but no--it is a huge part of the actual "putting

organs in place" part! A week of going through the motions, and then sudden insight and a new
level of effectiveness. This new understanding has changed the way I do that move a bit. Now, I
was already seeing great progress before I *got* this fine point, but getting it really made a
difference. In other words, faking it till you make it is okay, in fact, vital, as long as you keep trying to
perfect your technique.I am generally pleased with the book itself. Unfortunately, it can't download
the information directly into my brain, but it does give detailed, well-illustrated instructions for each
posture and movement, including the whys and the most common mistakes.

I am 55 years old. Long ago I learned to ignore book titles that over-promise. So I never would have
given this book, promising the loss of 2 sizes in 4 weeks, a second glance except that Mary
Shomon recommended it. Mary has a lot of credibility with me, as she wrote the best book I've read
on thyroid issues: Living Well with Hypothyroidism: What Your Doctor Doesn't Tell You... That You
Need to Know (Revised Edition) In Mary's newsletter, I clicked on a link to a short video of Teresa
Tapp demonstrating one of her exercises. My interest was piqued. This was an approach to
exercise I'd never seen before.I grew up in a sports family and have exercised fairly consistently all
my life, including weight training for 15 years with personal trainers and swimming competitively for
many years with Masters.However, no exercise I ever did prepared me for the T-Tapp program. I
received the book in the mail ten days ago, read it through, and today am on Day 7 of the 15-minute
workout (which takes me about 40 minutes because I'm just learning). In FOUR days (FOUR
DAYS!) my clothes were fitting better. A pair of slacks I could barely button the week before fit just
fine after four days of T-Tapping. I couldn't believe it. Nothing I've done exercise-wise has ever
worked so quickly. Each day I continue to improve. I've had no muscle soreness but do feel a warm
tingle (not at all uncomfortable) up and down my spine. And when I race up the four flights of stairs
to my apartment, I'm not out of breath!
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